
VACATION APARTMENTS, VILLAREPOS

ECO LOFT IN VILLAREPOS
The guests sleep in a wooden building insulated with straw and

plastered with clay. Everywhere it smells authentic smell of wood. The

guests drink filtered rainwater and the electricity comes directly from

the solar panels on the roof. The garden is home exclusively to native

plants, a flower meadow and herbs flower meadow and herbs -

different flowers bloom depending on the season. The view of the

wooded hills is hills is both beautiful and calming.

The studio is accessible via its own entrance. You have 42 m2 and a

terrace at your at your disposal. The room is large, south-facing and

flooded with light. Two large window fronts allow you a view of the

garden and the wooded hill 'Bois de Chatel'.

The kitchen is fully equipped with hobs, oven and fridge, crockery,

bowls and baking dishes. baking dishes. There is a dining table for 4

people, a sofa, two armchairs for cozy relaxation and reading hours

and a reading hours and a Hüsler nest 180 cm wide.

The storage stove can be heated for cooler times. Wood is provided.

Behind the kitchen is the bathroom with shower and WC. The

bathroom is integrated into the studio and is private. In the small

passageway in front of the bathroom there is a large cupboard.

Three windows are fitted with mosquito screens and all windows can

be darkened with blinds.

PRICES
Price
For two people / night

CHF 120.-

Cleaning
CHF 50.-

GOOD TO KNOW
Check-in time
15.00-20.00 hrs
Other times on request
Pets
only dogs, well trained and on request
Additional conditions
Minimum number of nights: 2
No smoking:inside zone in the house and in the garden.
No parties!
Number of guests: 2
A maximum of 6 people may be present during the day.
Night rest time
Statutory night-time rest period throughout Switzerland: 10 p.m. to 6 a.m.,
all day on public holidays. During these hours, please reduce your volume
of speech outside, radio and other sources of noise.

CONTACT

La Fayaula 42
1583 Villarepos

+41788203712
bonjour@sunpower-on.ch

https://www.j3l.ch
https://www.j3l.ch/en/P148548
mailto:bonjour@sunpower-on.ch
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